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Introduction 
The Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) developed the National Ambulatory Care 
Reporting System (NACRS) to support data collection for emergency departments, day surgeries 
and other ambulatory care. The NACRS data set consists of demographic, administrative, clinical 
and service-specific data elements that can help users evaluate the management of ambulatory 
care services.  

Ambulatory care is an increasingly important component of health service delivery in Canada 
and is responsible for a significant proportion of health expenditures. As care delivery shifts from 
inpatient to ambulatory care and from hospital clinics to community clinics, there is an increased 
need to collect important clinical, quality and resource utilization information at the patient level 
in these settings.  

As of April 2015, CIHI is offering a new data collection and reporting option designed to capture 
basic but essential clinic data in a timely and flexible manner: NACRS Clinic Lite. It leverages 
CIHI’s data infrastructure and successes with hospital and emergency department data.  

This NACRS data submission option offers an alternative to creating separate stand-alone 
databases and clinical registries. It is readily available and draws on data already collected 
by organizations, minimizing the need for manual data capture and retrospective coding and 
making data submissions easier and faster. 

NACRS Clinic Lite is suitable for hospital and community clinics and is customizable, with the 
capacity to collect clinic-specific data beyond the 17 mandatory elements.  

Web entry tool overview 
The NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool is an online tool that allows data providers to securely 
submit data over the internet to the NACRS database. Users of the NACRS Clinic Lite Web 
Entry Tool can save and review partially completed records, submit records, and correct and 
delete processed records. 
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Privacy and confidentiality 
As the custodian of many databases and registries, CIHI has stringent policies to ensure that 
the privacy, confidentiality and security of its data holdings are protected. Information on CIHI’s 
privacy and confidentiality policies and procedures is available at www.cihi.ca/privacy. 

Before using the web entry tool, all users must agree to the terms and conditions of use that 
appear on the Terms and Conditions of Use page. To ensure that partially completed records 
with personal health information are accessible to authorized users only, each user must have 
a unique username and password. 

System configuration, registration 
requirements and availability 
System requirements 
The NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool has been tested in the following web browsers: 

• Internet Explorer 11 

• Firefox 40 

• Google Chrome 42 

CIHI does not guarantee or support web browsers or versions that are not listed above. 

http://www.cihi.ca/privacy
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System set-up and Facility Information File 
The Facility Information File (FIF) is an important source of information about the reporting 
facility. The information is used to facilitate communication, populate reports and verify data 
during processing. CIHI’s Clinical Administrative Databases (CAD) Development and Expansion 
team will gather the information from the organization and set it up in the system before the 
organization submits any data to NACRS Clinic Lite via the tool. 

 

When the FIF is initially processed and subsequently updated, an automatic email notification 
is sent to the contact(s) identified on the file stating that the file has been accepted and posted 
on CIHI’s website. The FIF will remain posted on the website until database closure for the 
applicable fiscal year. Organizations should review the information in the FIF before submitting 
data files to NACRS Clinic Lite. The contacts listed on the FIF will receive an automated email 
each time records are processed to NACRS Clinic Lite notifying them that reports are ready to 
download from CIHI’s website. 

It is essential that the information in this file remain accurate at all times. If any of the 
information in the FIF needs to be changed, such as the primary contact name and email 
address, please send an email to cad@cihi.ca so that it can be updated.  

mailto:cad@cihi.ca
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The NACRS FIF is fiscal year–specific and must be posted on CIHI’s website within Operational 
Reports at the start of a new fiscal year before any records are submitted for processing. In 
preparation for a new fiscal year of data submission, CIHI will provide instructions on how to 
complete and submit a FIF for processing. Once the file has been posted on CIHI’s website and 
the contacts listed on the FIF have received an email notification, data submission can begin. 

The table below describes the information in the FIF.  

Data element name Description 

Fiscal Year The reporting fiscal year (April to March).  

Reporting Facility 
Province/Territory 

A 2-character code that identifies the reporting facility’s jurisdiction: 
NL = Newfoundland and Labrador 
PE = Prince Edward Island 
NS = Nova Scotia 
NB = New Brunswick 
QC = Quebec 
ON = Ontario 
MB = Manitoba 
SK = Saskatchewan 
AB = Alberta 
BC = British Columbia 
YT = Yukon 
NT = Northwest Territories 
NU = Nunavut 

Ambulatory Care Number The 5-character code assigned to a reporting facility by a provincial/ 
territorial ministry/department of health for NACRS reporting.  

Acute Care Number The 5-character code assigned to a reporting facility as the main 
institution number by a provincial/territorial ministry/department of 
health. It is usually the institution number used for acute care 
(Discharge Abstract Database) reporting. 

For the NACRS FIF, if the reporting facility does not have an acute 
care institution number, enter the facility’s Ambulatory Care Number 
in this field. 

Facility Name The official name of the site submitting data. The site name might be 
different from the institution name. 

Facility Site Name The site name when the reporting facility is part of a multi-site 
corporation. This element is optional on the NACRS FIF.  

Street 
City 
Province 
Postal Code 

The physical address of the reporting facility (street, city, province, 
postal code). 

Primary Contact Information Contact information (name, phone, email) for the primary person 
responsible for data submission. 
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Data element name Description 

Secondary Contact Information Contact information (name, phone, email) for the secondary person 
responsible for data submission.  

Providing contact information for a second person is optional. 

Fax Number The 10-digit fax number for the facility (or for the facility’s health 
information management department). 

Vendor  Not applicable for NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool. 

Grouper Vendor Not applicable for NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool. 

Ambulatory Care Flags Not applicable for NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool. 

Reporting Level Code Not applicable for NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool. 

Registration requirements  
Individuals in the organization who will be submitting data and retrieving reports must follow 
these steps to gain access to the web entry tool. 

1. Create a CIHI profile on CIHI’s website, if you do not already have one.  

2. Request access to the NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool and to Operational Reports — 
NACRS Clinic Lite by logging in to your CIHI profile and clicking Request Access: 
New/Revoke in the left-hand menu. 

For detailed information on creating a profile and requesting access, please refer to Accessing 
Our Services on CIHI’s website. Should you have any questions about this process, please 
contact Central Client Services at help@cihi.ca. 

https://secure.cihi.ca/userprofile/self-service/affiliation
https://www.cihi.ca/en/about-cihi/general-help-and-faq
https://www.cihi.ca/en/about-cihi/general-help-and-faq
mailto:help@cihi.ca
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System availability and data processing 
The NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with the 
exception of regularly scheduled maintenance and update periods. 

Records that are submitted via the web tool will be processed by the NACRS Clinic Lite system 
once a day from Monday to Friday. If CIHI is closed (e.g., on a statutory holiday), files will be 
processed on the next business day. The resulting reports will be posted and made available 
to users within 2 business days of data submission.  

Facilities should make note of these processing days and ensure that data files are received 
by CIHI for processing prior to database closure and jurisdiction-specific deadlines. To be 
processed, files must be received by CIHI the day before a scheduled processing day. 

Data in the NACRS database is stored by fiscal year. A fiscal year starts on April 1 and ends 
on March 31 of the following calendar year. Data for each fiscal year is further grouped by 
submission period. Jurisdictions have 12 submission periods, with the exception of British 
Columbia and Quebec, which have 13. Refer to the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content 
Specifications document for dates related to each period. 

Data validation 
Data validation is the process of verifying that records were submitted as accurately and correctly 
as possible. Following successful validation by the web tool, the record will be checked against 
the NACRS Clinic Lite validation rules. Detailed error message descriptions and verification/edit 
rules are available in the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content Specifications.  

The data validation process identifies erroneous data (hard edit errors) and suspect data 
(data quality warnings) in records submitted to NACRS Clinic Lite. 

• Hard edits ensure that data elements are properly formatted and contain valid values. 
When a record does not pass a hard edit, the entire record is rejected and is not accepted 
into the database. Records with hard errors must be corrected and resubmitted, or deleted 
if necessary, before database closure. 

• Data quality warnings identify potential errors. These records are accepted into the 
NACRS database; however, facilities should review the data and, when appropriate, 
update the records and submit corrections.  

Hard errors and data quality warnings identified through the editing process are 
communicated through various Operational Reports. Refer to the section Operational 
Reports in this user guide for details on the information available for a particular NACRS 
Clinic Lite report. 
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Using the NACRS Clinic Lite 
Web Entry Tool 
Log in to the system  
Follow these steps to access the web tool: 

1. Go to www.cihi.ca. 

2. Click Log In and enter your username and password. 

3. The Terms and Conditions of Use page will appear. Review it and agree or disagree with 
these terms and conditions. Please note that you must agree with the terms and conditions 
in order to use the NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool. 

 

4. Select NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool from the My Services page. 

 

5. Create a new record, review and complete saved records and/or retrieve submitted records 
already processed by clicking the applicable option in the left-hand menu. 

 

http://www.cihi.ca/
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Log out of the system 
Note: Users will be automatically logged out of the system after an extended period of inactivity. 
Any unsaved data will be lost.  

Follow these steps to log out of CIHI applications: 

1. Ensure that your data has been saved by clicking Validate & Save. 

2. Click Back to My Services. 

 

3. Click Logout. 
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Create a new record and enter data 
Follow these high-level steps to create and submit new records to NACRS Clinic Lite for processing: 

1. Click Create New Record. 

2. Enter data for all mandatory data elements, which are denoted with a red asterisk (*).  

3. Enter data for any optional data elements your organization is submitting. 

4. Click Validate & Save. 

5. Click Submit. 

 

General notes about the web entry screen and entering data 
• The web entry screen is divided into 10 sections. Click the numbered section titles 

(in the teal ribbons) to expand or collapse each section.  

• Mandatory data elements are found in sections 0 to 3.  

• Optional data elements are found in all sections.  

• Registration Sequence Number is the only field that must contain leading zeros when 
applicable (i.e., 001, 002, etc.). All other fields with any leading/trailing spaces will be 
zero-filled automatically when processed in the NACRS Clinic Lite system.  
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• All drop-down lists contain valid values.  

• All alpha characters must be uppercase. 

• Check boxes are unchecked by default. To indicate yes for a field, click the check box; 
click the box again to remove the check mark.  

• Use the 24-hour format (HHMM) for time fields. 

Completing date fields 

Option A 

• Type the date directly into the Birth Date* field using the format YYYYMMDD. 
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Option B 

• Click the box beneath Birth Date* to bring up a calendar. 

• Use the scroll arrow to select the month and year. 

• Select the day of the month from the calendar. The selected date will appear in the 
format YYYYMMDD. 

 

Using drop-down lists  

A number of the data fields provide drop-down lists containing valid values. Click the box to 
reveal the drop-down list and click the appropriate value to populate the data field. 

Adding multiple occurrences 

Some data fields allow for multiple occurrences. To add an occurrence, click the hyperlink Add 
<data element>. For example, click Add Provider to reveal additional data fields. Click delete 
to remove the additional occurrences. 
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Each section of the web entry tool is described below. 

Please refer to the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content Specifications to obtain a comprehensive 
list of the data elements, definitions and valid values that can be submitted through the web 
entry tool. 

Section 0: Submission Information  
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements related to the management of the record. 

 

Notes 

• Fiscal Year is pre-populated when only 1 fiscal year is available. When multiple fiscal years 
appear, ensure you select the correct fiscal year pertaining to the record. The fiscal year 
spans 2 calendar years: it starts on April 1 of the first calendar year and ends on March 31 
of the following calendar year. 

• Facility is pre-populated if you have access to only 1 organization.  

• Facility P/T (i.e., Facility Province/Territory) is automatically populated when the Facility 
is selected. 

• Period is activated once Facility is populated. Refer to the section System availability and 
data processing above for more information about submission periods. 
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• Period must correspond with the Date of Registration found in Section 1: Arrival & Visit 
Information (e.g., a registration date of April 1, 2016, would correspond with period 01). 
Refer to the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content Specifications for dates related to each 
reporting period. If the period does not match the Date of Registration, a system error 
will be generated and the record will need to be recreated and resubmitted. 

• Fiscal Year, Facility, Period and Facility P/T cannot be changed after the record is 
submitted. 

• If collected, Registration Sequence must be 3 digits long (001, 002, 003, etc.). 

• If Fiscal Year and/or Facility do not show the data necessary to complete the record, 
write to cad@cihi.ca for assistance. 

Section 1: Patient Information 
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements about patient demographics. 

 

• HCN = Health Care Number. 

• Birth Date Estimated is a check box that is mandatory to complete if any part of the birth 
date has been estimated. Where applicable, click the check box to indicate yes. Click the 
box again to remove the check mark. 

mailto:cad@cihi.ca
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Section 2: Arrival & Visit Information 
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements about arrival, visit and 
ambulance information. 

 

• MIS = Management Information System. 

• Multiple occurrences can be selected for the MIS Functional Centre (maximum 10). 

Section 3: Separation Information 
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements about when the patient left the 
clinic and where he or she went. 
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Section 4: Provider Information 
This section captures optional data elements about who provided services and consultations.  

 

• Refer to the list of valid Provider Service numbers in the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content 
Specifications. Do not include leading zeros in this field. 

• Multiple occurrences can be selected for Provider (maximum 8) and Consultations (maximum 3). 

Section 5: Problem 
This section captures optional data about the problem(s) the patient presents with. The drop-down 
lists for the Main Problem and Other Problem codes will change based on the Care Domain chosen. 
If no Care Domain is selected, the data fields within Section 5: Problem and Section 6: Intervention 
will be greyed out and you will not be able to add this data to this part of the record. 
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• Select the applicable Care Domain from the options provided in the drop-down list.  

• The Main Problem and Other Problem drop-down lists will be activated with valid descriptors 
once the Care Domain field has been populated. These descriptors are mapped to valid 
ICD-10-CA codes. 

• The selection for Care Domain in Section 5: Problem will auto-populate the Care Domain 
field in Section 6: Intervention. 

• Multiple occurrences can be selected for Other Problem (maximum 9). 

Section 6: Intervention 
This section captures optional data about the procedure(s) performed and any anaesthetic 
techniques used. If no Care Domain is selected, or if a drop-down list has not been defined 
for a particular Care Domain, the fields in Section 6: Intervention will be greyed out and you 
will not be able to add this data to this part of the record. 

 

• Care Domain will be auto-populated from Section 5: Problem. 

• The Main Intervention and Other Intervention drop-down lists will be activated with valid 
descriptors once Care Domain in Section 5: Problem is populated. 

• OOH = Out of hospital. 

• OOH Indicator Code is a check box. Where applicable, click the check box to indicate yes. 
Click the box again to remove the check mark. 

• Multiple occurrences can be selected for Other Intervention (maximum 9) and Anaesthetic 
Techniques (maximum 5). 
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Section 7: Blood Information 
This section captures optional data about transfusions of blood/blood products. 

 

Section 8: Reproductive Care 
This section captures optional data elements about preterm deliveries, miscarriages and 
therapeutic abortions. This section is currently not available to users. 

 

Section 9: Special Project Fields 
This optional section is used to collect supplemental data to meet the information needs of CIHI, 
provinces/territories and health care facilities. 

A special project consists of a unique 3-digit project number and at least one project data field. 
The applicable project numbers and corresponding instructions for each project are provided 
in the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content Specifications. Please refer to this document prior to 
including any data in the Special Project Fields section of a record.  

For privacy and security reasons, unique patient identifiers such as health care numbers, 
chart numbers or provider numbers must not be recorded in the project fields. 

To discuss collection of special project information, contact the CAD team at cad@cihi.ca. 

mailto:cad@cihi.ca
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• Click Add Project to reveal the project drop-down list. 

• Select the project number applicable to your project, as defined in the NACRS Clinic Lite 
Data Content Specifications, from the drop-down list to reveal the project data fields. 

• Each project number can be recorded only once per abstract. 

• Multiple projects (maximum 25) can be selected. 

• Email cad@cihi.ca if you have any questions about which project number(s) in the drop-down 
list apply to your organization. 

Validating and saving records 
After entering data, click Validate & Save. The record will remain open on the data entry page 
and a message will appear at the top of the page indicating that the record was saved. 

 

mailto:cad@cihi.ca
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Notes 

• All mandatory fields must be completed in order to save a record.  

• It is very important to periodically save the record to avoid losing your work. It is recommended 
that you complete all mandatory data elements first and save the record. When recording any 
remaining data elements, save the record after completing each section. 

• The system will automatically log you out after an extended period of inactivity or while 
working in the form for a long period of time without saving. Any unsaved data will be lost. 

• The web entry tool has basic validations built in (i.e., mandatory data element check, permitted 
characters in text entry boxes, field length requirements). Mandatory fields left blank or fields 
containing invalid values will result in error messages, as shown in the screenshot below.  

 

When the record has been successfully saved, it can be submitted right away or at a later date. 
All records submitted during the course of a day (before midnight) will be processed overnight 
and associated Operational Reports will be posted. If the record did not save due to validation 
errors, make corrections and click Validate & Save again.  

To retrieve saved records 

1. Click Saved In Progress Records. 

2. Click edit to select a record. The record will open on the edit screen, where you can change 
or add data before submitting the record for processing in the NACRS database.  
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Submitting completed records 
To submit a record for processing to the NACRS database,  

1. Open the saved record and click Submit. 

2. Click OK in the confirmation box that will appear. The record will disappear from the screen 
and a message will appear at the top of the page indicating that the record was submitted. 

 

The record will be sent to the web entry database and held for processing in the NACRS database. 
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Notes 

• Once the record has been submitted for processing it cannot be retrieved from the web tool 
until after it has been processed by the NACRS Clinic Lite system. 

• Records are processed once a day. Once the records have been processed, submission 
reports will be generated and made available for download via the Operational Reports — 
NACRS link in your profile. The contacts listed on the FIF will receive an email notification 
once the files have been processed. 

• It is important to carefully review the submission reports as soon as they are posted to ensure 
all records were successfully processed and added to the NACRS database. These reports 
will confirm the number of records accepted in to or rejected from the NACRS database. Any 
rejected records will be listed in a rejected record report indicating the reason for the error. 
Refer to the section Operational Reports for more details. 

• Submission reports are posted for 45 days; they then expire from the website. 

Retrieving/correcting/deleting submitted records 
When records are submitted to NACRS and processed, they will either be accepted into the 
database or rejected. Records that are accepted or rejected can be edited via the web entry 
tool. Edit accepted records to include more information or to make changes if data was not 
captured accurately and/or was flagged with data quality warning messages. Edit rejected 
records so they are successfully accepted into the database. 

Retrieving a record submitted to NACRS  
Records that are processed by the NACRS system can be retrieved for review.  

To retrieve a record 

1. Click Retrieve Submitted Records. 

2. Enter the mandatory data elements. 

3. Click edit to open the record in the edit screen. 
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Note 

• Fiscal Year, Facility, Period, Facility P/T and Abstract ID are greyed out and are not editable. 
The only way to change that information is to delete the entire record and submit a new one. 

When retrieving and editing a submitted record, 2 new data fields will appear: 

• Abstract ID: This number is assigned to the record once it is saved in the web tool. The Abstract ID 
can be used to search for a record in the web tool. It will also appear in the Rejection/Warning File 
and the Outstanding Rejected Records Report so it can be cross-referenced with the web tool. 
All records submitted via the web entry tool will have an Abstract ID prefaced with the letters WE. 

• NACRS Processing Status: This field identifies whether the record was accepted into the 
database or whether it contained errors and was rejected by the database.  

Correcting rejected records 
Any records that are rejected from the NACRS database due to hard edit errors will appear in 
the Rejection/Warning File (see the section Operational Reports below). These records need to 
be corrected and resubmitted so that they are included in the NACRS database. To retrieve the 
rejected records, search by mandatory data elements and by the additional data element Abstract 
ID. This will help narrow the search. The Abstract ID is found on the Rejection/Warning File or 
the Outstanding Rejected Records Report (outlined in the section Operational Reports below).  

To correct a rejected record 

1. Retrieve the submitted record. 

2. Make the necessary corrections. 

3. Click Validate & Save. 

4. Click Submit. 
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Notes 

• When the corrected record is saved, it will move from the Retrieve Submitted Records 
section to the Saved in Progress section of the web tool and the NACRS Processing Status 
field will no longer appear. 

• Only 1 person should edit a record at a time. The system will allow 2 or more people to edit 
the record at the same time; however, the changes saved and submitted by the first person 
will be overwritten by the changes submitted by the last person. 

Editing accepted records 
Records that are successfully processed in NACRS can be edited to capture additional 
information or to make a change. To edit a record that was successfully processed 

1. Retrieve the submitted record. 

2. Make the necessary changes. 

3. Click Validate & Save. 

4. Click Submit. 

 

Notes 

• Submitting changes to a record already accepted into the NACRS database may result in 
hard edit errors. The updated record will show the NACRS Processing Status as rejected. 
The original record will still be in the database — only the updates with errors will be rejected.  

• Accepted records may trigger data quality warnings; these will appear in the Rejection/Warning 
File prefaced with the letter W. Organizations can decide whether to correct data quality issues.  

• Only 1 person should edit a record at a time. The system will allow 2 or more people to edit 
the record at the same time; however, the changes saved and submitted by the first person 
will be overwritten by the changes submitted by the last person. 

• When the record is edited and saved, it will move from the Retrieve Submitted Records 
section to the Saved in Progress section of the web tool and the NACRS Processing Status 
field will no longer appear. 
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Deleting submitted records 
To delete records from the NACRS database 

1. Retrieve the record. 

2. Click Delete. 
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3. Click OK in the confirmation window that will appear. The record will disappear from the 
screen and a confirmation message will appear at the top of the screen. 

 

 

Note 

• If necessary, a record can be deleted from the web tool before it is submitted to CIHI for 
processing. Retrieve the record from the Saved in Progress Records section and click Delete.  
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Operational Reports  
Accessing Operational Reports 
Log in to the system  
Follow these steps to access the web tool: 

1. Go to www.cihi.ca. 

2. Click Log In, enter your username and password, and accept the terms and conditions. 

 

3. Select Operational Reports from the My Services page. 

 

4. Select NACRS. 

 

http://www.cihi.ca/
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5. Select Submission Reports — Production. 

 

6. Populate the fields to find the reports. 

 

7. Download the applicable report. 
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Note 

• The Report Name/File Name for Operational Reports generated from records submitted via 
the NACRS Clinic Lite Web Entry Tool will be prefaced with the letters NWE. 
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Types of Operational Reports 
NACRS provides reports on processed data and posts them in Operational Reports — NACRS. 
The following table lists the reports that are available.  

NACRS Operational Report Description 

Submission Status Report  • Generated when a file is successfully processed, including the FIF.  

• Provides submission status information for a file. Confirms the total 
number of records received, accepted and rejected, and the total number 
of updates and deletions. 

Rejection/Warning File • Generated only when hard errors and/or data quality warnings are generated 
during data processing; accompanies the Submission Status Report. 

• Provides a record-level list of hard errors and warning messages triggered 
during data processing.  

• Also downloadable in ASCII format. 

• Should be imported to a spreadsheet program such as Excel. This will 
provide facilities with the flexibility to manipulate the information. 

Outstanding Rejected 
Records Report 

• Generated monthly when records have been rejected from the database 
(contained hard errors) and not yet resubmitted.  

• Provides a record-level list of rejected records to facilitate correction 
of records.  

• Does not list the records with only data quality warnings. Facilities with no 
outstanding rejected records will still receive this report; however, the report 
will state no outstanding rejections. 

• A final report is posted in August after database closure for 
information purposes. 

Facility Summary — 
Records Submitted by 
Submission Status  

• A cumulative report that enables clients to better monitor the completeness 
of their data submissions through the open fiscal year. 

• A facility-specific report that is updated with each successfully processed 
data file for a particular period. 

• Provides a summary of the total records submitted by submission status 
(accepted, new, corrections, deletions, rejections), by population, by 
reporting period and by submission level. 

Facility Summary — 
Timeliness of Data 
Submissions 

• A cumulative report that enables clients to better monitor the timeliness of 
their data submissions through the open fiscal year. 

• A facility-specific report that is updated with each successfully processed 
data file for a particular period.  

• Provides a snapshot of the timeliness of data submissions. It is based on the 
difference in time between the end of the submission period and the time 
data was processed.  
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NACRS Operational Report Description 

Facility Summary — 
Errors Encountered on 
Submission (Top 5) 

• A cumulative report that enables clients to better monitor the quality of their 
data submissions through the open fiscal year. 

• Updated with each successfully processed data file for a particular period.  

• Provides the top 5 errors received by each facility during the specified 
reporting period.  

Reading NACRS Operational Reports 
Submission Status Report 
This report tallies the number of records received, accepted, updated, deleted and/or rejected 
each time records are processed. 

Should a mixture of records (e.g., originals, corrections, deletions) be submitted and processed 
on the same day, 1 Submission Status Report will be posted containing a tally of the accepted 
and rejected records. A second report will be posted containing a tally of the updated and 
deleted records. 

This is an example of a report indicating that 6 original records were received — 3 were 
accepted into the database and 3 contained errors and were rejected. 
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This is an example of a report indicating that 4 records were received and accepted — 2 of them 
were updates and 2 of them were deletions. 
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Rejection/Warning File 
This report contains a list of any hard edit errors and data quality warnings associated with 
submitted files. This is a tab-delimited ASCII file that can be imported into a spreadsheet 
program such as Excel, as shown below. 

 

The Rejection/Warning File is sorted as follows:  

• Abstract Identification Number (primary sort)  

• Error/Data Quality Warning Message Number (secondary sort)  

The columns in the file are in the order outlined in the file layout table. 

Rejection/Warning File — File layout 
Column Data element Length Format 

A Reporting Facility Ambulatory Care Number 5 Char 

B Submission Fiscal Year 4 9999 

C Submission Period 2 99 

D Abstract Identification Number 7 Char 

E Error/Data Quality Warning Message 
Number 

7 Char 

F Original Data Submitted 20 Char 

G CIHI Data 20 Char 

H Coder Number 2 99 

I MIS Functional Centre Account Code 9 999999999 

J Chart Number 10 Char 

K Gender 1 Char 

L Date of Birth 8 YYYYMMDD 

M Date of Registration/Visit 8 YYYYMMDD 

N Message Description 85 Char 

O Registration/Visit Time 4 HHMM 
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Notes 

• Reference the NACRS Error Decoder for an explanation of the error or data quality 
warning message.  

• The data quality warning message numbers are prefaced with the letter W. 

• The Abstract Identification Number is in column D in the file; it can be used to retrieve 
the record from the web tool. 

Outstanding Rejected Records Report 
This report lists any rejected records that are pending correction and resubmission. If the 
organization has outstanding rejected records, details about the record will be provided 
(see example 1). If the organization does not have any such records, the report will confirm 
that (see example 2). 

Example 1: Organization with outstanding rejected records 
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Example 2: Organization without outstanding rejected records 

 

Facility Summary — Records Submitted by Submission Status  
This report summarizes all submissions by period. 
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Facility Summary — Timeliness of Data Submissions 
This report summarizes the timeliness of data submissions. 

 

Facility Summary — Errors Encountered on Submission (Top 5) 
This report shows the top 5 errors received by the organization per period. 
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Support 
For access inquiries, such as login and password information, please contact CIHI’s Central 
Client Services at help@cihi.ca. 

Should you have any questions or comments about NACRS Clinic Lite, please contact the 
CAD team at cad@cihi.ca. 

mailto:help@cihi.ca
mailto:cad@cihi.ca
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Appendix: Aids for use with the web tool 
Section 1: Patient Information 
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements about patient demographics. 

 

Data element Valid values 

HCN Issuer Province* NL, PE, NS, NB, QC, ON, MB, SK, AB, BC, YT, NT, NU  
99 (not applicable) 
CA (Canada — penitentiary inmates, Indigenous Affairs and Northern Development 
Canada, Veterans Affairs Canada) 

Responsibility for 
Payment 

01 = Provincial/territorial responsibility 
02 = WCB/WSIB, Workers’ Service Insurance Board or equivalent 
03 = Other province/territory (resident of Canada) 
04 = Department of Veterans Affairs/Veterans Affairs Canada 
05 = First Nations and Inuit Health Branch 
06 = Other federal government or penitentiary inmates 
07 = Canadian resident self-pay 
08 = Other countries resident self-pay 

Gender Code* M = Male 
F = Female 
O = Other (transgender, intersex, unknown) 
U = Undifferentiated (stillbirths only) 
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Data element Valid values 

Highest Education 1 = None 
2 = Elementary 
3 = Secondary (without graduation) 
4 = Secondary (with graduation) 
5 = Post-secondary (non-university without completion) 
6 = Post-secondary (non-university completed) 
7 = University (completed with degree) 
8 = Unknown (use only if information is not available) 

Access to Primary 
Health Care 

1 = Family physician 
2 = Other (e.g., family health team, walk-in clinic) 
3 = None 
9 = Unknown/unavailable 
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Section 2: Arrival & Visit Information 
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements about arrival, visit and 
ambulance information. 

 

Data element Valid values 

Mode of Visit/Contact* 1 = Visit (face to face) with individual patient 
2 = Visit (face to face) with a group of patients at facility 
3 = Telephone or email contact with patient 
4 = Videoconference contact with patient 
5 = Visit with patient off-site in patient’s home 
6 = Visit with patient off-site at outreach setting (e.g., satellite dialysis unit) 
7 = Visit with patient in other setting (e.g., school, place of work) 

MIS Functional 
Centre Visit* 

Refer to the NACRS Clinic Lite Data Content Specifications for a full list of the valid 
MIS Functional Centre codes. 

Referral Source Prior to 
Ambulatory Care Visit 

01 = Self/family member, caretaker, guardian 
02 = Inpatient service (reporting or other facility) 
03 = Ambulatory care service (reporting or other facility) 
04 = Private practice 
05 = Drug dependency service 
06 = Community health service 
07 = Residential care facility 
08 = Legal service 
09 = Educational agency 
10 = Home care 
11 = Mental health facility 
98 = Other 
99 = Unknown/unavailable 
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Data element Valid values 

Admit Via Ambulance A = Air ambulance only 
G = Ground ambulance only 
C = Combination of air and ground ambulance 
N = No ambulance 
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Section 3: Separation Information 
This section captures mandatory and optional data elements about when the patient left the 
clinic and where he or she went. 

 

Data element Valid values 

Visit Disposition * 06 = Inpatient care (to critical care unit or OR from ambulatory care visit functional centre) 
07 = Inpatient care (to another unit from ambulatory care visit functional centre) 
08 = Inpatient care (to another acute care facility directly from the ambulatory care visit 
functional centre) 
09 = Inpatient care (to another non–acute care facility directly from the ambulatory care 
functional centre) 
12 = Intra-facility transfer to day surgery 
13 = Intra-facility transfer to the ED 
14 = Intra-facility transfer to clinic 
16 = Home with support/referral 
17 = Private home 
30 = Residential care 
40 = Group/supportive living 
61 = AWOL or leave post-registration 
62 = LAMA or leave post–initial treatment 
63 = Left after triage 
64 = Left after initial assessment 
71 = Death on arrival 
72 = Died in facility 
73 = MAID [medical assistance in dying] 
74 = Suicide in facility 
90 = Correctional facility 
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Section 4: Provider Information 
This section captures optional data elements about who provided services and consultations.  

 

Data element Valid values 

Provider Type M = Most responsible provider 
1 = Procedural/intervention provider 
3 = Other responsible provider 
4 = Consulting provider 
5 = Resident 
6 = Procedural sedation/anaesthesia provider 
7 = Allied health provider 
8 = Telehealth or video health 
H = Hospitalist 
P = Physician assistant 

Program Area AU = Audiology 
CN = Clinical nutrition 
GI = Gastrointestinal 
MH = Mental health 
NE = Nephrology — renal dialysis 
OT = Occupational therapy 
PR = Psychology 
PT = Physiotherapy 
RC = Recreational therapy 
RE = Rehabilitation (unspecified) 
RS = Respiratory therapy 
SP = Speech–language pathology 
SW = Social work 

 



 help@cihi.ca
CIHI Ottawa
495 Richmond Road  

Suite 600 

Ottawa, Ont. 

K2A 4H6 

613-241-7860

CIHI Toronto 
4110 Yonge Street 

Suite 300 

Toronto, Ont. 

M2P 2B7

416-481-2002

CIHI Victoria 
880 Douglas Street 

Suite 600 

Victoria, B.C. 

V8W 2B7 

250-220-4100

CIHI Montréal 
1010 Sherbrooke Street West 

Suite 602 

Montréal, Que. 

H3A 2R7 

514-842-2226

cihi.ca
16796-0118

mailto:help%40cihi.ca?subject=
http://www.cihi.ca
http://twitter.com/CIHI_ICIS
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Canadian-Institute-for-Health-Information-CIHI/141785889231388
https://www.linkedin.com/company/canadian-institute-for-health-information
https://www.youtube.com/user/CIHICanada
http://www.pinterest.com/cihi_icis
https://www.cihi.ca/en/feed
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